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About This Game

"Of MICE and SAND -REVISED-" puts you in charge of a desert craft and its rodent crew. Brave an alien planet, and turn your
squeaking subordinates into first-class shipmates, all in the name of adventure!
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 Navigate the dunes in search of treasures!

 Craft items to boost your success rate!

 Construct a multitude of rooms, and power up!

 Encounter surprises in the desert!

Scour the searing sea of sand!
Wander the windswept wilderness!

Adventure in ancient, atrophied architecture!
Steer a sturdy, steel vessel! Hear the mice roar!
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I'll write a proper review once i'm done, just know that this game is awesome for now.. It's a little bit rough around the edges but
this is early access so it's to be expected.. I like the idea of a steampunk moba and the play style is pretty unique.. With a bit of
polish this could definitely be something to watch out for. Well its free why the heck not 10\/10. The absolute best of its kind
(not that hard, but still).. This software is a scam, there is no way that real software would 100% crash,and\/or corrupt every
single file you import into it within 10 minutes of using it..

Don't get me wrong,it would be an amazing tool for retopo if you could use it for more than 5 minutes after which it glitches
out. Camera stops working,your cursor will be drawn wherever you go with it (what is this,Windows xp?). And if you dare to
save it white it happens, after you've done a lot of topology work that you don't want to go to waste, the file will be corrupted
and you can start all over again.Sometimes it crashes too.

I've had this software for years and it's always been like this, the dev still hasn't fixed it (hence the low "playtime",I just bought
other software that actually works).

So yeah,save your money and buy something else instead.. great deep atmosphere. boring tho, and english. I know that I'm
suppose to leave a really long informative review here but after seeing that there are hardly any reviews and the game lacks an
average review score, I felt I had to leave something because I love this game, While OrangePixel is well know and respected in
the mobile gaming world, I think that his games go underapreciated in the PC realm. So there a positive review because
Meganoid deserves it!
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Auto Headache. No es un buen juega, no compres.. Matthew Brown's latest effort is very disappointing and not up to par with
his previous games.
It's ruined by a bright white screen with tiny vague graphics huddled in the center.
Unfortunately the game is very frustrating and does not explain anything.
"CrossCells" is a study in complicated math (involving multiplication) instead of the fun logic puzzle it pretends to be.. The
game is just great. Graphics everything just awesome!
I recomend it to everyone just relax and watch how your little thingy evolve.. very nice game. In my opinion, as an owner of all
the Pixel Puzzles games and a big fan, this is the poorest game release out of the Pixel Puzzles series. I don't even mind that the
game is a promotion of another game of the creators, which is for many not the most exciting theme, as I could literally find joy
in assembling jigsaw puzzles of walls or grass. Overall my expectations are low, but I sometimes find features such as in this
game, making it unplayable or rage inducing. The background similarly to Birds is dark which makes the dark toned puzzle
pieces (most images are dark green\/grey) really difficult to recognise. The images don't have enough color variation especially
puzzle 24, which would allow you to with some effort use visual cues to find the solution - resulting in just clicking until you get
lucky. There are no new tile edges(unlike in earlier games), the interface is still outdated and I feel like Pixel Puzzles has begun
to stagnate. I think I will start looking at other competitors' games such as Animated Jigsaws.
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